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1. Introduction
Deﬁne a cyclotomic matrix to be a Hermitian matrix A with integral characteristic polynomial
χA(x) = det(xI − A) whose zeros are contained in the interval [−2,2]. For Hermitian matrices A over
an imaginary quadratic ring O
Q(
√
d ) , the integrality of the characteristic polynomial is automatic. The
nontrivial Galois automorphism σ of Q(
√
d ) (with d ∈ Z−) over Q is simply complex conjugation.
Applying σ to the coeﬃcients of χA gives σ(χA(x)) = det(xI − σ(A)) = det(xI − A) = χA(x). Hence,
the coeﬃcients of χA are rational and, since they are also algebraic integers, they must be in Z.
Cyclotomic matrices over the integers and over the imaginary quadratic integer rings O
Q(
√
d ) for d =
−1 and d = −3 have been classiﬁed by McKee and Smyth [15] and Taylor [20] respectively. Therefore
the completion of the classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over imaginary quadratic integer rings
reduces to classifying cyclotomic matrices over the Gaussian integers Z[i] and over the Eisenstein
integers Z[ω], where ω = 1/2+ √−3/2.
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M( f ) =
d∏
j=1
max
(
1, |α j |
)
,
where f (x) has factorisation f (x) = (x − α1) . . . (x − αd) ∈ C[x]. The Mahler measure of an n × n
Hermitian matrix A is deﬁned as M(A) = M(znχA(z + 1/z)). (This deﬁnition was used earlier by
McKee and Smyth [14].) By a theorem of Kronecker [10], every eigenvalue of a cyclotomic matrix
A can be written as μ + 1/μ, for some root of unity μ. Therefore, for a cyclotomic matrix A, the
polynomial znχA(z + 1/z) is a product of cyclotomic polynomials. Moreover, the Mahler measure of
a cyclotomic matrix is equal to 1. In 1933, Lehmer [11] asked whether or not there exists a monic
integer polynomial f , having Mahler measure 1 < M( f ) < Ω , where Ω = 1.176280818 . . . is the larger
real zero of the polynomial
z10 + z9 − z7 − z6 − z5 − z4 − z3 + z + 1.
The conjecture, that the answer is negative is called Lehmer’s conjecture; for a discussion of its
history see Smyth [19]. Lehmer’s number Ω is also the smallest known Salem number. Let S and T
denote the set of Pisot numbers and the set of Salem numbers respectively. That the set S is the
set of limit points of T and furthermore that S ∪ T is closed is a conjecture of Boyd [1]. McKee and
Smyth [14,16] used cyclotomic matrices to prove partial results in support of Lehmer’s conjecture and
Boyd’s conjecture.
Estes and Guralnick [5] conjectured that any totally real separable monic integer polynomial can
occur as the minimal polynomial of an integer symmetric matrix. Inﬁnitely many counterexamples to
this conjecture were found by Dobrowolski [4] the smallest of these having degree 2880. McKee [13]
used cyclotomic matrices to ﬁnd counterexamples of small degree, the smallest having degree 6.
The motivation for our current work is to complete the classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over
imaginary quadratic integer rings and in doing so, enable the study of broader classes of integer
polynomials against both Lehmer’s conjecture and Boyd’s conjecture using ideas similar to those used
in the citations [14,16] above.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we explain a convenient way of picturing matrices
and introduce the notions of equivalence and maximality. We state our results (the classiﬁcation) in
Section 3 and set up the necessary machinery for the proofs in Section 4. The results are proved in
Sections 5, 6, 7, and 8. In the ﬁnal section we indicate the extra work required for the proofs to be
extended to work for any quadratic integer ring.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Viewing matrices as graphs
In our current setting, it is natural to think of Hermitian matrices as the adjacency matrices of
directed weighted graphs. Let S be a subset of C. For an element x ∈ C we write x¯ for the complex
conjugate of x. An S-graph G is a directed weighted graph (G,w) whose weight function w maps
pairs of vertices to elements of S and satisﬁes w(u, v) = w¯(v,u) for all vertices u, v ∈ V (G). The
adjacency matrix A = (auv) of G is given by auv = w(u, v). For every vertex v , the charge of v is
just the number w(v, v). A vertex with nonzero charge is called charged, those with zero charge are
called uncharged. By simply saying “G is a graph”, we mean that G is a T -graph where T is some
unspeciﬁed subset of the complex numbers.
Now we outline our graph drawing conventions. We are interested in S-graphs where S = Z[i]
and S = Z[ω]. Edges are drawn in accordance with Tables 1 and 2. It will become clear later why the
edges in these tables are suﬃcient for our purposes. For edges with a real edge-weight, the direction
of the edge does not matter, and so to reduce clutter, we do not draw arrows for these edges. For all
other edges, the number of arrowheads reﬂects the norm of the edge-weight.
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Edge drawing convention for Z[i]-graphs.
Edge-weight Visual representation
1 ———————————–
−1 - - - - - - - -
i
−i
1+ i
−1− i
2 ————–2–————
Table 2
Edge drawing convention for Z[ω]-graphs.
Edge-weight Visual representation
1 ———————————–
−1 - - - - - - - -
ω
−ω
1+ ω
−1− ω
2 ————–2–————
A vertex with charge 1 is drawn as +© and a vertex with charge −1 is drawn as -©. For charge 2
we draw 2©. And if a vertex is uncharged, we simply draw ". By a subgraph H of G we mean an
induced subgraph; a subgraph obtained by deleting vertices and their incident edges. We say that G
contains H and that G is a supergraph of H . The notions of a cycle/path/triangle etc. carry through
in an obvious way from those of an undirected unweighted graph. A graph is called charged if it
contains at least one charged vertex, otherwise it is called uncharged. We will interchangeably speak
of both graphs and their adjacency matrices.
2.2. Equivalence and switching
Let K = Q(√d ) where d ∈ Z− and let R be a subring of OK , the ring of integers of K . We write
Mn(R) to denote the ring of n × n matrices over R . Let Un(R) denote the unitary group of matrices
Q ∈ Mn(R) which satisfy Q Q ∗ = Q ∗Q = I , where Q ∗ denotes the Hermitian transpose of Q . Con-
jugation of a matrix M ∈ Mn(R) by a matrix in Un(R) preserves the eigenvalues of M and the base
ring R . Now, Un(R) is generated by permutation matrices and diagonal matrices of the form
diag(1, . . . ,1,u,1, . . . ,1),
where u is a unit in R . Let D be such a diagonal matrix having u in the j-th position. Conjugation
by D is called a u-switching at vertex j. This has the effect of multiplying all the out-neighbour
edge-weights of j by u and all the in-neighbour edge-weights of j by u¯. The effect of conjugation by
permutation matrices is just a relabelling of the vertices of the corresponding graph.
We have seen above that for all A ∈ Mn(R), the characteristic polynomial χA has integer coef-
ﬁcients. Observe that, since they are integers, the coeﬃcients of the characteristic polynomials of
such matrices are invariant under the action of automorphisms from the Galois group Gal(K/Q) of
K over Q. Let A and B be two matrices in Mn(R). We say that A is strongly equivalent to B if
A = σ(Q BQ ∗) for some Q ∈ Un(R) and some σ ∈ Gal(K/Q), where σ is applied componentwise to
Q BQ ∗ . The matrices A and B are merely called equivalent if A is strongly equivalent to ±B . The
notions of equivalence and strong equivalence carry through to graphs in the natural way and, since
all possible labellings of a graph are strongly equivalent, we do not need to label the vertices, i.e., we
do not need to assign an order to the vertices.
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(x)
2k (respectively) of 2k-vertex maximal connected cyclotomic Z[x]-graphs, for k 3 and
x ∈ {i,ω}. (The two copies of vertices A and B should be identiﬁed to give a toral tessellation.)
Let S be a subset of OK . When working with S-matrices and S-graphs, for our notion of equiva-
lence, we take R to be the ring generated by the elements of S .
2.3. Interlacing and maximal indecomposable cyclotomic matrices
We use repeatedly the following theorem of Cauchy [3,6,9].
Theorem 2.1 (Interlacing). Let A be an n × n Hermitian matrix having eigenvalues λ1  · · · λn. Let B be
an (n − 1) × (n − 1) principal submatrix of A having eigenvalues μ1  · · · μn−1 . Then the eigenvalues of
A and B interlace. Namely,
λ1 μ1  λ2 μ2  · · ·μn−1  λn.
A matrix that is equivalent to a block diagonal matrix of more than one block is called decompos-
able, otherwise it is called indecomposable. A matrix is indecomposable if and only if its underlying
graph is connected. The eigenvalues of a decomposable matrix are found by pooling together the
eigenvalues of its blocks. It is therefore suﬃcient to restrict our classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices
to indecomposable matrices. An indecomposable cyclotomic matrix that is not a principal subma-
trix of any other indecomposable cyclotomic matrix is called a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic
matrix. The corresponding graph is called a maximal connected cyclotomic graph.
Deﬁne the degree of a vertex v ∈ V (G) as
∑
u∈V (G)
∣∣w(u, v)
∣∣2.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a graph with a vertex v of degree d > 4. Then G is not cyclotomic.
Proof. Let A be an adjacency matrix of G with v corresponding to the ﬁrst row. The ﬁrst entry of
the ﬁrst row of A2 is d. Therefore, by interlacing, the largest eigenvalue of A2 is at least d, and so the
largest modulus of the eigenvalues of A is at least |√d| > 2. 
3. Main results
3.1. Classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over Z[i]
We split up the classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over Z[i] into three parts and prove each part
separately.
Theorem 3.1 (Z[i] uncharged unit entries). Let A be a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic matrix that has
only zeros on the diagonal and whose nonzero entries are units from the ring Z[i]. Then A is equivalent to an
adjacency matrix of one of the graphs T2k, T
(i)
2k , S
†
8 , S14 , and S16 in Figs. 1, 5, 6, and 8.
564 G. Greaves / Journal of Algebra 372 (2012) 560–583Fig. 2. The inﬁnite family of 2k-vertex maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs C2k for k 2.
Fig. 3. The inﬁnite families of 2k-vertex maximal connected cyclotomic Z-graphs C++2k and C
+−
2k for k 2.
Fig. 4. The inﬁnite family of (2k + 1)-vertex maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs C2k+1 for k 1.
Fig. 5. The sporadic maximal connected cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs S10, S12, and S14 of orders 10, 12, and 14 respectively. The
Z-graph S14 is also a Z[i]-graph.
Theorem 3.2 (Z[i] uncharged). Let A be a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic Z[i]-matrix that has only
zeros on the diagonal, and at least one entry of A has norm greater than 1. Then A is equivalent to an adjacency
matrix of one of the graphs C2k, S2 , S
††
8 , and S
‡
8 in Figs. 2 and 8.
Theorem 3.3 (Z[i] charged). Let A be a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic Z[i]-matrix that has at least one
nonzero entry on the diagonal. Then A is equivalent to an adjacency matrix of one of the graphs C++2k , C
+−
2k ,
C2k+1 , S1 , S4 , S†4 , S7 , S8 , and S ′8 in Figs. 3, 4, and 8.
The theorems above give a complete classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over the Gaussian inte-
gers as follows.
Theorem 3.4 (Cyclotomic matrices over Z[i]). Let A be a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic matrix over the
ring Z[i]. Then A is equivalent to an adjacency matrix of one of the graphs from Theorems 3.1, 3.2, or 3.3.
Moreover, every indecomposable cyclotomic Z[i]-matrix is contained in a maximal one.
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Fig. 7. The sporadic maximal connected cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs of orders 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. The Z-graphs S1 and S2 are also
Z[i]-graphs.
Fig. 8. The sporadic maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs of orders 4, 7, and 8. The Z-graphs S7, S8, and S ′8 are also
Z[ω]-graphs.
3.2. Classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over Z[ω]
As with the classiﬁcation over the Gaussian integers, we split up the result to deal with uncharged
graphs and charged graphs separately.
Theorem 3.5 (Z[ω] uncharged). Let A be a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic Z[ω]-matrix that has only
zeros on the diagonal. Then A is equivalent to an adjacency matrix of one of the graphs T2k, T
(ω)
2k , S2 , S
‡
4 , S10 ,
S12 , S14 , and S16 in Figs. 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Theorem 3.6 (Z[ω] charged). Let A be a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic Z[ω]-matrix that has at least
one nonzero entry on the diagonal. Then A is equivalent to an adjacency matrix of one of the graphs S1 , S
†
2 ,
C++2k , C
+−
2k , S
†
4 , S5 , S6 , S
†
6 , S7 , S8 , and S
′
8 in Figs. 3, 7, and 8.
Again, the theorems above give a complete classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over the Eisenstein
integers.
Theorem 3.7 (Cyclotomic matrices over Z[ω]). Let A be a maximal indecomposable cyclotomic matrix over
the ring Z[ω]. Then A is equivalent to an adjacency matrix of one of the graphs from Theorem 3.5 or 3.6.
Moreover, every indecomposable cyclotomic Z[ω]-matrix is contained in a maximal one.
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matrices, this result is not used in our proof. Their work used Gram matrices and the classiﬁcation of
indecomposable line systems [2]. We expand on the use of Gram matrices but we do not make use
of line systems. We also obtain as a consequence an early result of Smith [18], which classiﬁes all
cyclotomic {0,1}-graphs.
Following McKee and Smyth [15], we remark that all the maximal connected cyclotomic graphs
(with adjacency matrices A) of Theorems 3.4 and 3.7 are ‘visibly’ cyclotomic: A2 = 4I , hence all their
eigenvalues are ±2.
4. Excluded subgraphs and Grammatrices
In this section we introduce the main tools used in the classiﬁcation.
4.1. Excluding subgraphs
In order to complete their classiﬁcation of cyclotomic integer matrices, McKee and Smyth [15] used
a combination of excluded subgraphs and Gram matrices. This proves to be a very effective method
for our purposes. Here, we give an abstract deﬁnition of these excluded subgraphs. If a graph is not
cyclotomic, then by Theorem 2.1, it cannot be a subgraph of a cyclotomic graph. We call such a graph
an excluded subgraph of type I.
Certain connected cyclotomic graphs have the property that if one tries to grow them to give
larger connected cyclotomic graphs then one always stays inside one of a ﬁnite number of ﬁxed
maximal connected cyclotomic graphs. We call a graph with this property an excluded subgraph
of type II. Given a connected cyclotomic graph G and a ﬁnite list L of maximal connected cyclo-
tomic graphs containing G , we describe the process used to determine whether or not a graph
G has this property. Consider all possible ways of attaching a vertex to G such that the result-
ing graph H is both connected and cyclotomic. Check that each supergraph H is equivalent to a
subgraph of one of the graphs in L (if not then G is not an excluded subgraph of type II with re-
spect to the list L). Repeat this process with all supergraphs H . Since L is a ﬁnite list of graphs
on a ﬁnite number of vertices, this process terminates. The author has written PARI [17] code that
can check if a cyclotomic graph is an excluded subgraph of type II. This code is available on re-
quest.
Given a list L of graphs, we deﬁne an L-free graph to be a connected cyclotomic graph that does
not contain any graph equivalent to any graph in L. We have included being both connected and
cyclotomic in this deﬁnition to ease the terminology below. We shall have cause to use different lists
at various points in our proofs.
4.2. Cyclotomic matrices and Gram matrices
Let S be a subset of C and suppose G is a cyclotomic S-graph with adjacency matrix A. Then
all of the eigenvalues of A are contained in the interval [−2,2]. The matrix M = A + 2I is pos-
itive semideﬁnite and therefore decomposes as M = B∗B , where the columns of B are vectors in
a unitary space Cm for some arbitrary m ∈ N. Hence M is the Gram matrix for the set of vec-
tors forming the columns of B; these vectors are called Gram vectors. Each vertex v of G has a
corresponding Gram vector v and the inner product of Gram vectors u and v correspond to the
adjacency of the vertices u and v . By examining the diagonal of the Gram matrix, one can see
that Gram vectors corresponding to uncharged vertices have squared length 2. Similarly, a Gram
vector corresponding to a vertex of charge +1 (respectively −1) has squared length 3 (respec-
tively 1).
4.2.1. Gram vector constraints
In the proof of the classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices we exploit the dependencies of Gram
vectors that satisfy certain conditions as outlined in the next lemma.
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squared length 2. Let v be a vector of V satisfying
∣∣〈v,x1〉
∣∣= · · · = ∣∣〈v,x4〉
∣∣= 1, and 〈v,v〉 = 2.
Then we can write
2v= 〈v,x1〉x1 + 〈v,x2〉x2 + 〈v,x3〉x3 + 〈v,x4〉x4.
Proof. With λ j ’s in C, we write
v= λ1x1 + λ2x2 + λ3x3 + λ4x4 + ξ, (4.1)
with ξ orthogonal to each x j . Taking inner products with Eq. (4.1) and each x j gives
λ j = 〈v,x j〉2 .
Now we write
2v= 〈v,x1〉x1 + 〈v,x2〉x2 + 〈v,x3〉x3 + 〈v,x4〉x4 + 2ξ. (4.2)
By taking the inner product of Eq. (4.2) with v, we see that 〈ξ,v〉 = 0 and hence, using (4.1), we have
ξ = 0. 
4.2.2. Hollow vertices and saturated vertices
Let H be a cyclotomic S-graph contained in some cyclotomic S-graph H ′ . Given H ′ and H , we
refer to the vertices V (H ′)\V (H) as the hollow vertices of H . For a graph G , let NG(v) denote the
set of neighbours of v in G , that is, the set of vertices u ∈ V (G) with nonzero weight w(u, v). We
deﬁne the hollow-degree of a vertex v ∈ V (H) as
dH ′(v) :=
∑
u∈NH ′ (v)
∣∣w(u, v)
∣∣2.
This generalises the degree of a vertex v ∈ V (H), which is given by dH (v). Let V ′4(H) denote the
subset of vertices of H that have hollow-degree 4, i.e., the set
{
v ∈ V (H): dH ′(v) = 4
}
.
Since H and H ′ are cyclotomic, each of their vertices v has a corresponding Gram vector v. Our
notion of switching carries through to vectors naturally; we say that two vectors u and v are switch-
equivalent if u= xv for some unit x. Accordingly, the vertices u and v are called switch-equivalent if
their corresponding Gram vectors are switch-equivalent. Let G be a cyclotomic graph that contains H
and, for a vertex v ∈ V (G), let N ′G(v) denote the set of vertices u ∈ NG(v) such that u is switch-
equivalent to some vertex in V (H ′). Deﬁne VG(H) to be the subset of V (G) consisting of the vertices
of H and their adjacent vertices that are switch-equivalent to hollow vertices, in symbols
VG(H) =
⋃
v∈V (H)
N ′G(v).
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Fig. 10. Excluded subgraphs of type II: some cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs that are contained as subgraphs of ﬁxed maximal connected
cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs.
Table 3
Excluded subgraphs from Fig. 10 and (up to equivalence)
their containing maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs.
Excluded subgraph Maximal cyclotomics
Y A1 S14 and S16
Y A2 S14 and S16
Y A3 S14 and S16
Y A4 T6 and S7
Y A5 T
(i)
6 and S
†
8
Y A6 T
(i)
8 and S
††
8
Y A7 T
(i)
10
Let L be a list of graphs. A vertex v ∈ V (H) is called H ′-saturated in H if, for any L-free S-graph
G containing H , each vertex in NG(v) is either in V (H) or is switch-equivalent to some hollow vertex,
i.e., NG(v) = N ′G(v). Note that the deﬁnition of a vertex being H ′-saturated in H depends on the set
S , the list L, and the graphs H and H ′ . Let Γ (resp. Γ ′) be a cyclotomic S-supergraph of H (resp. H ′)
and suppose that Γ ′ contains Γ . Then any vertex that is H ′-saturated in H is also Γ ′-saturated in Γ .
We refer imprecisely to these vertices simply as ‘saturated vertices’.
5. Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this section we prove Theorem 3.1 and hence we restrict our attention to the set S = {0,±1,±i}.
5.1. Excluded subgraphs
In Table 3 we list each excluded subgraph of type II in Fig. 10 along with every maximal connected
cyclotomic Z[i]-graph that contains it. Let L1 consist of vertices of charge ±1 and the graphs from
Fig. 10. Hence, all L1-free S-graphs are uncharged and, since Y A4 and Y A5 are excluded, no L1-free
S-graph can contain a subgraph whose underlying graph is a triangle. We refer to this fact as the
‘exclusion of triangles’. For this section, the notion of a saturated vertex will depend on the list L1.
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Deﬁne Pl,r (solid vertices) and P ′l,r (solid and hollow vertices) with the following Z-graph
where l  0 and r  0. Here, the set of hollow vertices of Pl,r is the set V (P ′l,r)\V (Pl,r). Clearly both
Pl,r and P ′l,r are cyclotomic since they are contained in T2(l+r+2) . Note that Pl,r has l + r + 2 vertices
and P ′l,r has 2(l+ r + 1) vertices. The set V ′4(Pl,r) of vertices of Pl,r having hollow-degree 4 is the set
{v j: −l < j < r} ∪ {v ′0}.
Lemma 5.1. In Pl,r for l  2 or r  2, we can write the Gram vector for each hollow vertex in terms of Gram
vectors of the vertices as follows:
v′−t = v−t + 2
t−1∑
j=1
(−1)t+ jv− j + (−1)t
(
v0 + v′0
)
, for t ∈ {1, . . . , l},
v′t = −vt − 2
t−1∑
j=1
(−1)t+ jv j − (−1)t
(
v0 − v′0
)
, for t ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
Proof. By induction using Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 5.2 (Saturated vertices). Let G be an L1-free S-graph containing Pl,r with l + r > 2. Then, for each
vertex v ∈ V ′4(Pl,r), we have NG(v) = N ′G(v). Hence, each vertex in V ′4(Pl,r) is P ′l,r -saturated in Pl,r .
Proof. Fix Gram vectors for P ′l,r . We want to show that, for all vertices v ∈ V ′4(Pl,r), we have NG(v) =
N ′G(v). Since P ′l,r contains Pl,r , we have NG(v) ∩ V (Pl,r) = N ′G(v) ∩ V (Pl,r) for all vertices v ∈ V (G).
Hence, we consider a vertex v ∈ V (G)\V (Pl,r) adjacent to some vertex w ∈ V ′4(Pl,r) and show that v
is switch-equivalent to some hollow vertex, i.e., a vertex in V (P ′l,r)\V (Pl,r).
Split into two cases depending on the hollow-degree of v0.
Case 1. v0 has hollow-degree 4. In this case, both r and l are nonzero. We can assume that r  2
(and l 1). We consider vertices v ′0, v j ∈ V ′4(Pl,r) where j  0. The arguments are similar for j  0.
Suppose that v is adjacent to v j for some j  0. Working up to a switching of v , we can assume that
〈v,v j〉 = 1.
First suppose j = 0. Lemma 5.1, provides the following equalities:
v′−1 = v−1 − v0 − v′0; (5.1)
v′1 = −v1 + v0 − v′0. (5.2)
Since we have excluded triangles, v is orthogonal to both v−1 and v1. We have assumed that r  2 and
l  1, and since we have excluded Y A1, the vertex v must be adjacent to at least one of the vertices
v ′0 and v2. But the exclusion of subgraphs X A1, Y A2, and Y A6 imply that v must be adjacent to v ′0.
Moreover, 〈v,v′0〉 = ±1 for otherwise G would contain Y A6. In either case, using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2),
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v ′0 is also P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r .
Second, suppose j = 1. The exclusion of triangles implies that v is orthogonal to all of v0, v′0,
and v2. By Lemma 4.1 we have
2v1 = v0 − v′0 + v2 + v′2. (5.3)
Now, by taking the inner product of v and Eq. (5.3) we ﬁnd that v = v′2. Hence v1 is P ′l,r-saturated
in Pl,r .
If r = 2 we are done, so we assume that r > 2. For our ﬁnal basic case we suppose that j = 2.
Exclusion of triangles implies that v is orthogonal to both v1 and v3. If v is adjacent to either v0
or v ′0, then since they are P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r , v must be switch-equivalent to either v
′
1 or v
′−1, and
since v2 is orthogonal to v′−1, v must be switch-equivalent to v′1. Otherwise, if v is adjacent to neither
v0 nor v ′0 then, from Eq. (5.2), we have 〈v′1,v〉 = 0. By Lemma 4.1, we have the equality
2v2 = v1 − v′1 + v3 + v′3. (5.4)
From taking the inner product of v with Eq. (5.4) it follows that v= v′3.
Thus the vertices v0, v1, and v2 are P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r . If r = 3 then we are done. Otherwise we
assume that 2 < t < r and that each vertex v j with 0 j < t is P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r . It suﬃces now
to show that vt is P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r . Suppose that v ∈ V (G)\V (Pl,r) is adjacent to vt . We split
into cases.
Case 1.1. v is adjacent to vt−2. By our inductive hypothesis, vt−2 is P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r and thus v is
switch-equivalent to the Gram vector of some hollow vertex. Moreover, the hollow vertex in question
must be adjacent to both vt and vt−2. Hence v is switch-equivalent to v′t−1.
Case 1.2. v is not adjacent to vt−2. Hence v is orthogonal to vt−2. The exclusion of triangles implies
that v is also orthogonal to both vt−1 and vt+1. Now, our inductive hypothesis says that if v is
adjacent to a vertex v j ∈ V ′4(Pl,r) then v is switch-equivalent to some hollow vertex. But there are
no hollow vertices adjacent to both vk and vt for 0  k  t − 3. Therefore v must be orthogonal to
all of v0,v′0,v1, . . . ,vt−3. By Lemma 5.1, the vector v′t−1 is a linear combination of the Gram vectors
v0,v′0,v1, . . . ,vt−1, and hence 〈v′t−1,v〉 = 0. By Lemma 4.1 we can write
2vt = vt−1 − v′t−1 + vt+1 + v′t+1. (5.5)
The inner product of v and Eq. (5.5) gives 〈v,v′t+1〉 = 2. Hence v= v′t+1 as required.
Case 2. v0 does not have hollow-degree 4. Up to equivalence, we can assume that l = 0 and r  3.
We consider vertices v j ∈ V ′4(Pl,r) where j  1. Suppose that v is adjacent to v j . We can assume that〈v,v j〉 = 1. One can show that v1 is P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r just as in Case 1.
Suppose j = 2. Since triangles are excluded, v is adjacent to neither v1 nor v3. If v is adjacent to
either v0 or v ′0 then the exclusion of X A1, Y A1, and Y A6 forces 〈v,v0〉 = −1 and 〈v,v′0〉 = 1. And
taking the inner product of v with Eq. (5.2) gives v = −v′1. Otherwise, if v is adjacent to neither v0
nor v ′0 then by Eq. (5.2), v is orthogonal to v′1. Hence, taking the inner product of v with the equation
2v2 = v1 − v′1 + v3 + v′3
gives v= v′3. Therefore, the vertex v2 is P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r .
If r = 3 then we are done. Otherwise suppose r  4 and assume that 2 < t < r and that each
vertex v j is P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r where 1 j < t . To show that vt is P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r , we split
into cases.
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Case 2.2. v is not adjacent to vt−2. The possibility of v being adjacent to v0 or v ′0 is ruled out by
the excluded subgraphs X A2 and Y A7 if t = 3 and by Y A3 if t > 3. Hence v is orthogonal to both v0
and v′0. Now the argument is the same as in Case 1.2. 
Let G be an L1-free S-graph containing Pl,r with l + r > 2. By the symmetry of the graph P ′l,r , it
follows from Lemma 5.2 that each vertex in V ′4(VG(Pl,r)) is P ′l,r-saturated in VG(Pl,r).
Lemma 5.3 (Left adjacency). Let G be an L1-free S-graph containing Pl,r with l + r > 2, where a vertex
v ∈ V (G)\VG (Pl,r) is adjacent to v−l but not to vr . Then v is orthogonal to all of the vectors v j and v′j , for
j ∈ {1− l, . . . , r}. Hence G contains a subgraph equivalent to Pl+1,r .
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, the vertices v1−l, . . . , vr−1 are P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r , and so all of their neigh-
bours are in VG(Pl,r), hence v is orthogonal to their Gram vectors. And by assumption, we have
〈v,vr〉 = 0.
First suppose that l > 0. By Lemma 5.1, for each j ∈ {1 − l, . . . , r}, we can write v′j as a linear
combination of the Gram vectors v1−l, . . . ,vr . Therefore v is orthogonal to each v′j as required. We
can assume that 〈v,v−l〉 = 1 and hence G contains a subgraph equivalent to Pl+1,r .
Finally suppose that l = 0 then, by assumption, r  3. We can assume that 〈v,v0〉 = 1. Now, v ′0 is
a vertex of G so 〈v,v′0〉 is in S . The exclusion of Y A3 causes 〈v,v′0〉 = 0. And the excluded subgraphs
X A1 and Y A6 force the inner product 〈v,v′0〉 = 1. Therefore, we have 〈v,v j〉 = 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}
and 〈v,v0 − v′0〉 = 0. Applying Lemma 5.1 completes the proof. 
Lemma 5.4 (Right adjacency). Let G be an L1-free S-graph containing Pl,r with l + r > 2, where a vertex
v ∈ V (G)\VG (Pl,r) is adjacent to vr but not to v−l . Then v is orthogonal to all of the vectors v j and v′j , for
j ∈ {−l, . . . , r − 1}. Hence G contains a subgraph equivalent to Pl,r+1 .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.5 (Left/Right orthogonality). Let G be an L1-free S-graph containing Pl,r with l + r > 2, where a
vertex v ∈ V (G)\VG(Pl,r) is adjacent to v−l and vr . Then v is orthogonal to all of the vectors v j and v′j , for
j ∈ {1− l, . . . , r − 1}.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, the vertices v j are P ′l,r-saturated in Pl,r for all j ∈ {1− l, . . . , r − 1} and hence
all of the neighbours of these vertices are in VG(Pl,r). Therefore v is orthogonal to v j for all j ∈
{1 − l, . . . , r − 1}. If l > 0 and r > 0, then, in particular, the vertices v0 and v ′0 are P ′l,r-saturated
in Pl,r . And Lemma 5.1 gives that v is orthogonal to all of the vectors v′j for j ∈ {1− l, . . . , r − 1}.
Suppose l = 0. We can assume 〈v,v0〉 = 1. We must have that v is adjacent to v ′0 otherwise
G would contain a subgraph equivalent to Y A3. Moreover, the exclusion of X A1 and Y A6 forces the
inner product 〈v,v′0〉 = 1. Thus, 〈v,v0 −v′0〉 = 0. Applying Lemma 5.1 gives us that v is also orthogonal
to all of the vectors v′j , for j ∈ {1− l, . . . , r − 1}. The argument is similar when r = 0. 
Lemma 5.6 (Left/Right adjacency). Let G be an L1-free S-graph containing Pl,r with l+ r > 2, where a vertex
v ∈ V (G)\VG(Pl,r) is adjacent to v−l and vr . Then G is contained in a graph equivalent to either T2(l+r+2) or
T (i)2(l+r+2) .
Proof. We can assume that 〈v,v−l〉 = 1 and 〈v,vr〉 = s for some nonzero s ∈ S . By Lemma 4.1, we can
write
2v1−l = v−l − v′−l + v2−l + v′2−l. (5.6)
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v2−l , and v′2−l . Taking the inner product of v and Eq. (5.6) gives 〈v,v′−l〉 = 〈v,v−l〉 = 1. Again, by
Lemma 4.1, we can write
2vr−1 = vr−2 − v′r−2 + vr + v′r . (5.7)
Similarly, v is orthogonal to vr−1, vr−2, and v′r−2 and, from the inner product of v and Eq. (5.7), we
obtain 〈v,v′r〉 = −〈v,vr〉 = −s. By Lemma 4.1, we write
2v= svr − sv′r + v−l + v′−l.
Deﬁne the vector v′ by the equation
2v′ = svr − sv′r − v−l − v′−l. (5.8)
Let v ′ be a hollow vertex of Pl,r ∪ {v} with Gram vector v′ . The graph P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′} is equivalent to
one of the Z[i]-graphs T2k or T (i)2k (for k = l + r + 2), and hence it too is cyclotomic.
Now we show that every vertex in V (Pl,r) ∪ {v} is (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in Pl,r ∪ {v}. By
Lemma 5.2, this immediately reduces to showing that v−l , vr , and v are (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated
in Pl,r ∪ {v}.
First we show that v−l is (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in Pl,r ∪ {v}. Suppose that a vertex x ∈
V (G)\V (Pl,r ∪ {v}) is adjacent to v−l . We can assume that 〈x,v−l〉 = −1. We must have that x is
adjacent to at least one of the vertices vr and v2−l , otherwise G would contain a subgraph equiva-
lent to Y A3. The exclusion of X A1, Y A2, and Y A6 forces x to be adjacent to either vr or v2−l . If x
is adjacent to v2−l then, since v2−l is (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in Pl,r ∪ {v}, the Gram vector x must
be switch-equivalent to v′1−l . Otherwise, we assume x is adjacent to vr . If 〈x,vr〉 = −s then G would
contain a subgraph equivalent X A1 and if 〈x,vr〉 = ±is then G would contain a subgraph equivalent
to Y A6. We have, therefore, that 〈x,vr〉 = s. Apply Lemma 5.5, to give that, in particular, x is orthog-
onal to the vectors v1−l , v2−l , v′2−l , vr−1, vr−2, and v
′
r−2. The inner product of x with Eq. (5.7) and
the inner product of x with Eq. (5.6) yield 〈x,v′r〉 = −s and 〈x,v′−l〉 = −1 respectively. Now, taking
the inner product of x with Eq. (5.8) gives x= v′ . Hence, the vertex v−l is (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in
Pl,r ∪ {v}. Similar arguments show that vr is also (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in Pl,r ∪ {v}.
It remains to show that v is (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in Pl,r ∪ {v}. Suppose that a vertex x ∈
V (G)\(V (Pl,r) ∪ {v}) is adjacent to v . Since triangles have been excluded, x is adjacent to neither v−l
nor vr . In fact, we must have that x is adjacent to either v1−l or vr−1 otherwise G would contain a
subgraph equivalent to Y A3. Both v1−l and vr−1 are (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in Pl,r ∪ {v}, so we are
done.
Thus we have that each vertex in VG(Pl,r ∪ {v}) is (P ′l,r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in Pl,r ∪ {v}. Since G is
an L1-free S-graph containing VG(Pl,r ∪{v}), each vertex of G corresponds to a vertex of P ′l,r ∪{v, v ′}.
This correspondence is one to one, since otherwise, if two vertices x and y of G were both switch-
equivalent to the same vertex z, then |w(x, y)| = 2, which is not in S . Depending on the value of s,
the S-graph P ′l,r ∪{v, v ′} is equivalent to either T2(l+r+2) or T (i)2(l+r+2) . Hence G is contained in a graph
equivalent to either T2(l+r+2) or T (i)2(l+r+2) . 
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Consider the inﬁnite family of n-vertex (n 3) S-cycles O (s)n illustrated below.
The edge of O (s)n marked with an arrow corresponds to the edge of weight s. The S-cycles O
(s)
n can
be deﬁned on vertices v1, . . . , vn by setting w(v1, vn) = s for some s ∈ S and w(v j, v j+1) = 1 for
j ∈ {1, . . . ,n − 1}.
Lemma 5.7. The S-graph O (s)n is cyclotomic for all n 3.
Proof. Since O (s)n is contained in either T2k or T
(i)
2k , which are both cyclotomic, the lemma follows by
Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 5.8. Let G be an uncharged S-cycle. Then G is strongly equivalent to O (s)n for some s ∈ {±1,±i} and
some n ∈N.
Proof. Suppose G is an S-cycle on n vertices. Label the vertices v1, . . . , vn so that v1 is adjacent to
vn and v j is adjacent to v j+1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,n− 1}. We can inductively switch the vertices of G so
that w(v j, v j+1) = 1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,n − 1}, and w(v1, vn) = s for some s ∈ {±1,±i}. 
Let G be an L1-free S-graph. If the maximum degree of G is 1 then G is just an edge. If the
maximum degree of G is 2, then G is either an S-cycle or an S-path. If G is an S-path then by in-
ductively switching the vertices, we obtain an equivalent {0,1}-path which is contained in the visibly
cyclotomic Z-graph T2k for some k. If G is an S-cycle then, by Lemma 5.8, G is equivalent to the
S-cycle O (s)n in Lemma 5.7 for some s ∈ {±1,±i}. The problem, therefore, reduces to assuming that
the maximum degree of G is at least 3.
Below we describe the process of computing L1-free S-graphs on a given number of vertices.
Growing process. Start with a single vertex H . Consider all possible ways of adding a vertex to H such
that the resulting graph H ′ is L1-free. Repeat this process with all supergraphs H ′ until all L1-free
S-graphs on the desired number of vertices have been obtained.
We have exhaustively computed (up to equivalence) all L1-free S-graphs on up to 9 vertices hav-
ing maximal degree at least 3. Out of these graphs, the ones on 9 vertices contained a subgraph
equivalent to either P0,3 or P1,2. It should be noted that this computation can be done by hand.
One considers all L1-free S-supergraphs of the complete bipartite graph K1,3 that do not contain a
graph equivalent to Pl,r , with l + r > 2, to ﬁnd that there do not exist any such graphs on more than
8 vertices. For the sake of succinctness we have omitted the details.
Now, from the above computation and by iteratively applying Lemmata 5.3, 5.4, and 5.6, we have
the following lemma.
Lemma 5.9. Let G be an L1-free S-graph. Then G is contained in either T2k or T (i)2k for k 3.
Together with the computation of the maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs containing the
excluded subgraphs of type II from the list L1 (see Fig. 10), we have proved Theorem 3.1.
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In this section we prove Theorem 3.2. Let G be an uncharged cyclotomic Z[i]-graph. By Lemma 2.2,
we know that G cannot be equivalent to a graph containing any weight-α edge where the
norm of α is greater than 4. Therefore G can have edge-weights coming only from the subset
{0,±1,±i,±1± i,±2,±2i}.
Fig. 11. Excluded subgraphs of type I: some non-cyclotomic uncharged Z[i]-graphs.
Fig. 12. Excluded subgraphs of type II: some cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs that are contained as subgraphs of ﬁxed maximal connected
cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs.
Table 4
Excluded subgraphs from Fig. 12 and (up to equivalence)
their containing maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs.
Excluded subgraph Maximal cyclotomics
Y B1 S
‡
8
Y B2 S
‡
8
Y B3 S
††
8
Y B4 S2
6.1. Excluded subgraphs
In Table 4 we list each excluded subgraph of type II in Fig. 12 along with every maximal connected
cyclotomic Z[i]-graph that contains it. Let L2 consist of all cyclotomic charged vertices and the graphs
in Figs. 10 and 12. Hence, all L2-free Z[i]-graphs are uncharged and, since we have excluded XB1,
XB2, XB3, XB4, XB5 together with Y A4 and Y A5, we have that no L2-free Z[i]-graph can contain a
subgraph whose underlying subgraph is a triangle. As in Section 5, we may refer to this fact as the
‘exclusion of triangles’. For this section, the notion of a saturated vertex will depend on the list L2.
6.2. Inductive lemmata
Deﬁne P2r+1 (solid vertices) and P ′2r+1 (solid vertices and hollow vertices) with the following
Z[i]-graph
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and P ′2r+1 are cyclotomic since they are contained in C2(r+1) . Note that P2r+1 has r + 1 vertices and
P ′2r+1 has 2r+1 vertices. Having chosen Gram vectors v0, . . . ,vr , by an argument similar to the proof
of Lemma 4.1, we can write
v′1 = −v1 + (1+ i)v0 (6.1)
and
v′2 = −v2 + 2v1 − (1+ i)v0. (6.2)
Lemma 6.1. In P2r+1 for r  2, we can write the Gram vector for each hollow vertex in terms of Gram vectors
of the vertices as follows:
v′t = −vt − 2
t−1∑
j=1
(−1)t+ jv j − (−1)t(1+ i)v0, for t ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
Proof. By induction using Eqs. (6.1), (6.2), and Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 6.2 (Saturated vertices). Let G be an L2-free Z[i]-graph containing P2r+1 with r  3. Then, for each
vertex v ∈ V ′4(P2r+1), we have NG(v) = N ′G(v). Hence, each vertex in V ′4(P2r+1) is P ′2r+1-saturated in P2r+1 .
Proof. Fix Gram vectors for P ′2r+1. Consider a vertex v ∈ V (G)\V (P2r+1). Suppose that v is adjacent
to the vertex v j ∈ V ′4(P2r+1) for some j ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}. Without loss of generality, assume either〈v,v j〉 = 1 or 〈v,v j〉 = 1+ i.
Suppose ﬁrst that j = 0. The exclusion of triangles implies that 〈v,v1〉 = 0. Since XB9 and Y B1 are
excluded, v must be adjacent to v2, moreover, the excluded subgraphs XB6 and Y B3 preclude the
possibility of 〈v,v0〉 = 1 while 〈v,v2〉 = ±1. And since r  3, if 〈v,v0〉 = 1 while 〈v,v2〉 = ±1± i then
G would contain a subgraph equivalent to Y B1. Therefore we must have 〈v,v0〉 = 1+ i. By taking the
inner product of v and Eq. (6.1), we obtain that v= v′1.
Second, suppose that j = 1. Since we have excluded triangles, v must be orthogonal to both v0
and v2 and we must have 〈v,v1〉 = 1, otherwise the degree of v1 is greater than 4. Using Eq. (6.2),
we ﬁnd that 〈v− v′2,v− v′2〉 = 0. Hence v= v′2.
We have that the vertices v0 and v1 are P ′2r+1-saturated in P2r+1. We assume that, for 1 < t < r,
each vertex v j ∈ V ′4(P2r+1) with 0  j < t is P ′2r+1-saturated in P2r+1. It suﬃces now to show that
vt is P ′2r+1-saturated in P2r+1. Suppose a vertex v ∈ V (G)\V (P2r+1) is adjacent to vt . We split into
cases.
Case 1. v is adjacent to vt−2. By our inductive hypothesis, vt−2 is P ′2r+1-saturated in P2r+1 and thus
v is switch-equivalent to the Gram vector of some hollow vertex. Moreover, the hollow vertex in
question must be adjacent to both vt and vt−2. Hence v is switch-equivalent to v′t−1.
Case 2. v is not adjacent to vt−2. Then 〈v,vt−2〉 = 0. Since triangles are excluded, v is orthogonal
to vt−1 and vt+1. And we must have 〈v,vt〉 = 1 since we have excluded XB7 and XB8. Now, our
inductive hypothesis says that if v is adjacent to a vertex vk ∈ V ′4(P2r+1) where 0  k < t then v
is switch-equivalent to the Gram vector of some hollow vertex. But for 0  k  t − 3 there is no
hollow vertex adjacent to both vk and vt . Therefore v must be orthogonal to all of v0,v1, . . . ,vt−3.
By Lemma 5.1, the vector v′t−1 is a linear combination of the Gram vectors v0,v1, . . . ,vt−1, and hence〈v′t−1,v〉 = 0. By Lemma 4.1 we can write
2vt = vt−1 − v′t−1 + vt+1 + v′t+1. (6.3)
From the inner product of v and Eq. (6.3), it follows that v= v′t+1 as required. 
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from Lemma 6.2 that each vertex in V ′4(VG(P2r+1)) is P ′2r+1-saturated in VG(P2r+1).
Lemma 6.3. Let G be an L2-free Z[i]-graph containing P2r+1 with r  3, where vr is adjacent to a vertex
v ∈ V (G)\VG(P2r+1). Then either G is contained in C2(r+1) or G contains P2(r+1)+1 .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we have either 〈v,vr〉 = 1 or 〈v,vr〉 = 1 + i. By Lemma 6.1, for
j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, we can write v′j as a linear combination of the Gram vectors v0, . . . ,v j . According
to Lemma 6.2, the vertices v0, . . . , vr−1 are P ′2r+1-saturated in P2r+1. Since v /∈ VG(P2r+1), we have〈v,v j〉 = 0 for j ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}. Therefore, v is orthogonal to v′j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}. Hence, in
particular, v is orthogonal to vr−1, vr−2, and v′r−2. By Lemma 4.1 we have
2vr−1 = vr−2 − v′r−2 + vr + v′r . (6.4)
Take the inner product of v and Eq. (6.4) to give 〈v,vr〉 = −〈v,v′r〉.
Case 1. 〈v,vr〉 = 1 + i. By above, we have 〈v,v′r〉 = −1 − i. Hence, the graph P ′2r+1 ∪ {v} is equal to
the visibly cyclotomic Z[i]-graph C2(r+1) , and hence it too is cyclotomic.
It remains to show that every vertex of V (P2r+1) ∪ {v} is (P ′2r+1 ∪ {v})-saturated in P2r+1 ∪ {v}.
By Lemma 6.2, this immediately reduces to showing that both v and vr are (P ′2r+1 ∪ {v})-saturated
in P2r+1 ∪ {v}.
First we treat v . Suppose a vertex x ∈ V (G)\V (P2r+1 ∪ {v}) is adjacent to v . The exclusion of
triangles and the excluded subgraphs XB9 and Y B1 force x to be adjacent to the vertex vr−1 which
is (P ′2r+1 ∪ {v})-saturated in P2r+1 ∪ {v}. Therefore x is switch-equivalent to v′r .
It remains to show that vr is (P ′2r+1 ∪ {v})-saturated in P2r+1 ∪ {v}. Suppose that x ∈ V (G)\
V (P2r+1 ∪ {v}) is adjacent to vr . Since all possible uncharged triangles have been excluded, we have
that x is orthogonal to both vr−1 and v. And the excluded subgraphs XB7 and XB10 force x to be
adjacent to the vertex vr−2 which is (P ′2r+1 ∪ {v})-saturated in P2r+1 ∪ {v}. Therefore x is switch-
equivalent to v′r−1. We have shown that both v and vr are (P ′2r+1 ∪ {v})-saturated in P2r+1 ∪ {v}.
Since each vertex of VG(P2r+1 ∪ {v}) is (P ′2r+1 ∪ {v})-saturated in P2r+1 ∪ {v}, the vertices of G
correspond to vertices of P ′2r+1 ∪ {v}. This correspondence is one to one, since otherwise, if two
vertices x and y of G were both switch-equivalent to the same vertex z, then |〈x,y〉| = 2, and Y B4
has been excluded. Since P ′2r+1 ∪ {v} is equal to C2(r+1) , G is equivalent to a subgraph of C2(r+1) .
Case 2. 〈v,vr〉 = 1. By above, we have 〈v,v′r〉 = −1. We have established a subgraph of G equivalent
to P2(r+1)+1. 
6.3. L2-free Z[i]-graphs on up to 7 vertices
Let G be an L2-free Z[i]-graph. If G does not contain an edge with a weight of norm at least 2
then G has been classiﬁed in Theorem 3.1. Since G is cyclotomic, it cannot be equivalent to a graph
containing an edge of norm greater than 4. We have excluded Y B4 and no element of Z[i] has norm 3,
so we can assume that G contains an edge of norm 2. The growing process is similar to that described
in Section 5.3, but in this case we can start the process with a weight-(1+ i) edge. From this process,
we have exhaustively computed (up to equivalence) all L2-free Z[i]-graphs on up to 7 vertices. Out
of these graphs, each one on 7 vertices contains a subgraph equivalent to P7 (4 vertices). Again, we
note that this computation can be done by hand.
From the above computation and by iteratively applying Lemma 6.3 we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let G be an L2-free Z[i]-graph having at least one edge-weight of norm 2. Then G is equivalent
to a subgraph of C2k for some k 2.
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excluded subgraphs of type II from the list L2 (see Fig. 12), we have proved Theorem 3.2.
7. Proof of Theorem 3.3
In this section we prove Theorem 3.3. Let G be a cyclotomic Z[i]-graph. As in Section 6, G can have
edge-weights coming only from the set {0,±1,±i,±1 ± i,±2,±2i}. Moreover, since we are actually
studying Hermitian matrices, we allow G to contain only rational integer charges, and by Lemma 2.2,
this immediately restricts the charges to coming from the set {0,±1,±2}.
Fig. 13. Excluded subgraphs of type I: some non-cyclotomic charged Z[i]-graphs.
Fig. 14. Excluded subgraphs of type II: some charged cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs that are contained as subgraphs of ﬁxed maximal
connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs.
Table 5
Excluded subgraphs from Fig. 14 and (up to equivalence)
their containing maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs.
Excluded subgraph Maximal cyclotomics
Y C1 C
+−
4 , S4, S
†
4, S7, S8, and S
′
8
Y C2 S4
Y C3 C3
Y C4 C
++
6 and S7
Y C5 C
+−
6 and S
′
8
Y C6 S7 and S ′8
Y C7 S
†
4
Y C8 S1
7.1. Excluded subgraphs
In Table 5 we list each excluded subgraph of type II in Fig. 14 along with every maximal connected
cyclotomic Z[i]-graph that contains it. Let L3 consist of the excluded subgraphs of type II in Figs. 10,
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subgraph of an L3-free Z[i]-graph, namely the triangle
In this section, the notion of a saturated vertex will depend on the list L3.
7.2. Inductive lemmata
Deﬁne P2r and P ′2r with the following Z-graph
where r  1. Here, the set of hollow vertices of P2r is the set V (P ′2r)\V (P2r). Clearly both P2r and
P ′2r are cyclotomic since they are contained in a Z-graph equivalent to C
++
2(r+1) . Having chosen Gram
vectors v1, . . . ,vr , by an argument similar to Lemma 4.1, we can write
v′1 = −v1; (7.1)
v′2 = −v2 + 2v1; (7.2)
and
v′3 = −v3 + 2v2 − 2v1. (7.3)
Lemma 7.1. In P2r for r  3, we can write the Gram vector for each hollow vertex in terms of Gram vectors of
the vertices as follows:
v′t = −vt − 2
t−1∑
j=1
(−1)t+ jv j, for t ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
Proof. By induction using Eqs. (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3), and Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 7.2 (Saturated vertices). Let G be an L3-free Z[i]-graph containing P2r with r  3. Then, for each
vertex v ∈ V ′4(P2r), we have NG(v) = N ′G(v). Hence, each vertex in V ′4(P2r) is P ′2r -saturated in P2r .
Proof. Fix Gram vectors for P ′2r . Consider a vertex v ∈ V (G)\V (P2r). Suppose that v is adjacent to
the vertex v j ∈ V ′4(P2r) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}. Without loss of generality, either 〈v,v j〉 = 1 or〈v,v j〉 = 1+ i.
Suppose ﬁrst that j = 1. If v is charged, then the excluded subgraphs Y C2 and XC1 rule out the
possibility of 〈v,v1〉 = 1 + i, and so we assume 〈v,v1〉 = 1. Moreover, Y C1 forces v to have charge
−1. Therefore the inner product 〈v + v′1,v + v′1〉 is zero and hence v = −v′1. On the other hand, if v
is uncharged, then the excluded subgraph Y C3 rules out the possibility of 〈v,v1〉 = 1 + i, and so we
assume 〈v,v1〉 = 1. The exclusion of the triangles containing exactly one charged vertex XC2, XC3,
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that v= v′2. Hence, the vertex v1 is P ′2r-saturated in P2r .
Now suppose that j = 2. If v is adjacent to v1, then, since v1 is P ′2r-saturated in P2r and v ′1 is
adjacent to v2, we must have v switch-equivalent to v′1. Otherwise, if v is not adjacent to v1, the
excluded subgraphs Y C3, Y C4, and Y C5 imply that v is uncharged. Moreover, XB1, XB2, XB3, and
XC12 rule out the possibility of 〈v,v2〉 = 1+ i, so we assume 〈v,v2〉 = 1. The exclusion of uncharged
triangles Y A4 and Y A5 forces 〈v,v3〉 = 0 and using Eq. (7.3), we deduce that 〈v − v′3,v − v′3〉 = 0.
Hence v= v′3.
Thus v1 and v2 are P ′2r-saturated in P2r . If r = 3, we are done, hence let r > 3. We assume that,
for 2 < t < r, each vertex v j ∈ V ′4(P2r) with 1 j < t is P ′2r-saturated in P2r . It suﬃces now to show
that vt is P ′2r-saturated in P2r . Suppose a vertex v ∈ V (G)\V (P2r) is adjacent to vt . We split into
cases.
Case 1. v is adjacent to vt−2. By our inductive hypothesis, vt−2 is P ′2r-saturated in P2r and thus v is
switch-equivalent to the Gram vector of some hollow vertex. Moreover, the hollow vertex in question
must be adjacent to both vt and vt−2. Hence v is switch-equivalent to v′t−1.
Case 2. v is not adjacent to vt−2. Since we have excluded triangles having at most one charge, v is
adjacent to neither vt−1 nor vt+1. If t = 3 then the excluded subgraphs XC14, XC15, and Y C3 preclude
the possibility of v having a charge and the exclusion of XC16 means that we can assume 〈v,vt〉 = 1.
Otherwise, if t > 3 then the excluded subgraphs XB7, XC13, and Y C3 enable us to assume that v is
uncharged and 〈v,vt〉 = 1. Hence, since t  3, we can assume that v is uncharged and 〈v,vt〉 = 1. If
t = 3 then, since v is orthogonal to both v1 = vt−2 and v2 = vt−1, by Lemma 7.1, v is also orthogonal
to v′t−1. Suppose that t > 3. If v were adjacent to v j for some j ∈ {1, . . . , t − 3} then, by our inductive
hypothesis, v would be equivalent to the vector corresponding to some hollow vertex adjacent to v j .
But, since no hollow vertex is adjacent to both vt and v j with j ∈ {1, . . . , t − 3}, the Gram vector v
must be orthogonal to v j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , t − 3}. Therefore, by Lemma 7.1, we have 〈v,v′t−1〉 = 0.
Appealing to Lemma 4.1, write
2vt = vt−1 − v′t−1 + vt+1 + v′t+1. (7.4)
By taking the inner product of v and Eq. (7.4) we ﬁnd that v= v′t+1. As required. 
Let G be an L3-free Z[i]-graph containing P2r with r  3. By the symmetry of P ′2r , it follows from
Lemma 7.2 that each vertex in V ′4(VG(P2r)) is P ′2r-saturated in VG(P2r).
Lemma 7.3. Let G be an L3-free Z[i]-graph containing P2r with r  3, where vr is adjacent to a vertex
v ∈ V (G)\VG (P2r). Then v is orthogonal to the vectors v j , and v′j , for j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}.
Proof. By Lemma 7.2, the vertices v1, . . . , vr−1 are P ′2r-saturated in P2r . Since v /∈ VG(P2r), the Gram
vector v is orthogonal to v j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, we can write v′j as a
linear combination of the Gram vectors v1, . . . ,v j as in Lemma 7.1. Hence we have the result. 
Lemma 7.4. Let G be an L3-free Z[i]-graph containing P2r with r  3 where vr is adjacent to an uncharged
vertex v ∈ V (G)\VG(P2r). Then either G is contained in C2r+1 or G contains P2(r+1) .
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3. 
Lemma 7.5. Let G be anL3-freeZ[i]-graph containing P2r with r  3where vr is adjacent to a charged vertex
v ∈ V (G)\VG (P2r). Then G is contained in either C++2(r+1) or C+−2(r+1) .
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2vr−1 = vr−2 − v′r−2 + vr + v′r . (7.5)
By Lemma 7.3, v is orthogonal to vr−1, vr−2, and v′r−2. Take the inner product of v and Eq. (7.5) to
give 〈v,vr〉 = −〈v,v′r〉. We split into cases when v has charge 1 and −1 respectively.
Case 1. Suppose that v has charge 1. We can write v in terms of vr , v′r , and some vector ξ .
2v= vr − v′r + ξ, (7.6)
where ξ has length 2
√
2 and is orthogonal to both vr and v′r . Let v ′ be a hollow vertex of P2r ∪ {v}
with Gram vector v′ = v− ξ . The Z-graph P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′} is equivalent to the visibly cyclotomic Z-graph
C+−2(r+1) and is therefore also cyclotomic. It remains to check that both v and vr are (P
′
2r ∪ {v, v ′})-
saturated in P2r ∪ {v}. First we treat the vertex v . Suppose that a vertex x ∈ V (G)\V (P2r ∪ {v}) is
adjacent to v .
Suppose that x is charged. The excluded subgraphs XC1 and Y C2 rule out the possibility of 〈x,v〉 =
1 + i, and so we assume 〈x,v〉 = 1. Moreover, Y C1 forces x to have charge 1 and XC10 forces x to
be adjacent to vr . The exclusion of XC4, XC5, and Y C3 means that we must have 〈x,vr〉 = −1. Now,
if x were adjacent to v j for some j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1} then, since such a vertex v j is (P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′})-
saturated in P2r ∪ {v}, x would be switch-equivalent to some hollow vertex adjacent to v j . Such
hollow vertices are uncharged, hence, since x is charged, its Gram vector x must be orthogonal to
v j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}. By Lemma 7.2, x is also orthogonal to v′j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}. In
particular, x is orthogonal to vr−1, vr−2, and v′r−2. From taking the inner product of x and Eq. (7.5)
we have 〈x,v′r〉 = −〈x,vr〉. Hence 〈x,v′r〉 = 1, and the inner product of x and Eq. (7.6) yields 〈x, ξ〉 = 4.
Therefore we have x= −v′ .
On the other hand, if x is uncharged, then the excluded subgraph Y C3 rules out the possibility
of 〈x,v〉 = 1 + i, and so we assume 〈x,v〉 = 1. And the exclusion of the triangles having exactly one
charge forces x to be orthogonal to vr . Since XC11 has been excluded, x must be adjacent to the
vertex vr−1 which is (P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in P2r ∪ {v}, and hence x must be switch-equivalent
to v′r . Therefore, we have proved that v is (P ′2r ∪{v, v ′})-saturated in P2r ∪{v} and it remains to show
that vr is (P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in P2r ∪ {v}.
Suppose that x is adjacent to vr . Since we have excluded Y C3, Y C4, Y C5, XC12, XC13, and XC15,
the vertex x must be adjacent to at least one of the vertices vr−1 or v . Both of these vertices are (P ′2r ∪{v, v ′})-saturated in P2r ∪ {v} and hence x is switch-equivalent to some hollow vertex as required.
We have, then, that each vertex of VG(P2r ∪ {v}) is (P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in P2r ∪ {v}. SinceVG(P2r ∪ {v}) is (P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′})-saturated in P2r ∪ {v}, the vertices of G correspond to vertices of
P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′}. Two uncharged vertices cannot be switch-equivalent to the same vertex since Y B4 has
been excluded as a subgraph. Suppose two charged vertices x and y are switch-equivalent to the
same hollow vertex. They must have the same charge. If x and y have charge 1 then |〈x,y〉| = 3
which violates Lemma 2.2. The vertices v1 and v ′1 have charge −1 and both are switch-equivalent to
the same vertex. But since we have excluded XC6, XC7, and XC8, no three vertices of charge −1 can
be switch-equivalent to the same vertex. The graph P ′2r ∪ {v, v ′} is C+−2(r+1) and hence, G is equivalent
to a subgraph of C+−2(r+1) .
Case 2. Suppose that v has charge −1. Argument is similar to Case 1, but this time ξ = 0. We deduce
that G is contained in a Z[i]-graph equivalent to C++2(r+1) . 
7.3. Charged L3-free Z[i]-graphs on up to 5 vertices
We have exhaustively computed all charged L3-free Z[i]-graphs on up to 5 vertices. Out of these
graphs, the ones on 5 vertices contain a subgraph equivalent to P6 (3 vertices). The growing process
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having charge −1. As before, this computation can be carried out by hand.
By the above computation and by iteratively applying Lemma 7.4 and Lemma 7.5 we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 7.6. Let G be a charged L3-free Z[i]-graph. Then G is equivalent to a subgraph of one of the maximal
cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs C++2k , C+−2k , or C2k−1 for some k 2.
Together with the computation of the maximal connected cyclotomic Z[i]-graphs containing the
graphs from the list L3 (see Fig. 14), we have proved Theorem 3.3.
8. The Eisenstein integers
The classiﬁcation of cyclotomic matrices over Z[ω] is very similar to the classiﬁcation over Z[i]. In
this section we outline the differences that need to be considered for this classiﬁcation.
Fig. 15. Excluded subgraphs of type II: some cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs that are contained as subgraphs of ﬁxed maximal con-
nected cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs.
Table 6
Excluded subgraphs from Fig. 15 and (up to equivalence)
their containing maximal connected cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs.
Excluded subgraph Maximal cyclotomics
Y D1 S12, S14, and S16
Y D2 S12, S14, and S16
Y D3 S12, S14, and S16
Y D4 S5, T6, and S7
Y D5 T
(ω)
6
Y D6 T
(ω)
8
Y D7 T
(ω)
8 , S10, and S12
Y D8 T
(ω)
10
8.1. Uncharged case
The uncharged case follows Section 5. In Table 6 we list each excluded subgraph of type II in
Fig. 15 along with every maximal connected cyclotomic Z[ω]-graph that contains it. Form a list of
excluded subgraphs consisting of charged vertices and the excluded subgraphs from Figs. 9 and 15.
Note that in Fig. 15, the Z[ω]-graph Y D4 is not equivalent to Y D5 whereas over Z[i] these two graphs
are equivalent. We effectively have the same list of excluded subgraphs as we had working over Z[i].
The key requisites of the lemmata of Section 5 are the set of excluded subgraphs and that the action
of the group of units of Z[ω] acts transitively on the set S\{0}. Let S be the set containing 0 and the
units of Z[ω], namely, S = {0,±1,±ω,±ω¯}. Then by following Section 5 with this new set S and our
list of excluded subgraphs, we obtain a proof of the classiﬁcation of cyclotomic S-graphs.
The only elements of Z[ω] of norm greater than 1 and at most 4 are the associates of 1 + ω
or 2. A simple computation conﬁrms that any cyclotomic graph containing a subgraph equivalent
to a weight-(1 + ω) edge or a weight-2 edge must itself be equivalent to a subgraph of S‡4 or S2
respectively. Lemma 2.2 takes care of the remainder of the elements of Z[ω] and we have completed
the proof of Theorem 3.5.
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Fig. 17. Excluded subgraphs of type II: some charged cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs that are contained as subgraphs of ﬁxed maximal
connected cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs.
Table 7
Excluded subgraphs from Fig. 17 and (up to equivalence)
their containing maximal connected cyclotomic Z[ω]-graphs.
Excluded subgraph Maximal cyclotomics
Y E1 S2
Y E2 S
‡
4
Y E3 C
+−
4 , S6, S
†
6, S7, S8, and S
′
8
Y E4 S
†
2
Y E5 S5, C
++
6 , and S7
Y E6 C
+−
6 and S
′
8
Y E7 S
†
6, S7, and S
′
8
Y E8 S5
Y E9 S1
8.2. Charged case
In Table 7 we list each excluded subgraph of type II in Fig. 17 along with every maximal connected
cyclotomic Z[ω]-graph that contains it. Form a list of excluded subgraphs consisting of the excluded
subgraphs from Figs. 9, 15, 16, and 17. Again, there exist charged excluded subgraphs that are not
equivalent over Z[ω] but are equivalent over Z[i]. As in the uncharged case, we have the requisites
for the lemmata of Section 7; using excluded subgraphs and Lemma 2.2 we can rule out matrices
that have an entry of norm greater than 1. We have effectively the same list of excluded subgraphs
and, in fact, the argument is simpler in this case, since there are no elements in Z[ω] having norm 2,
whereas over Z[i] we had to consider edge-weights of norm 2.
9. Other quadratic integer rings
Finally, we outline how the method used in this paper can be used to classify cyclotomic matri-
ces over other quadratic integer rings; the method of using Gram vectors and excluded subgraphs
also goes through. In particular, we can offer a simpler proof of Taylor’s classiﬁcation [20] of cyclo-
tomic matrices over the imaginary quadratic integer rings R =O
Q(
√
d ) where d = −1 and d = −3. We
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sidering cyclotomic R-graphs that contain at least one weight-α edge, where α /∈ Z. By Lemma 2.2, we
need only consider the rings R that contain at least one element α /∈ Z with norm at most 4. Namely,
these are the rings O
Q(
√
d ) where d ∈ {−15,−11,−7,−3,−2,−1,2,3,5}. In each of the quadratic
integer rings where d = −1 and d = −3 the only units are ±1. Therefore we can restrict attention to
R-graphs that contain at least one weight-α edge where α ∈ R\Z has norm greater than 1. In fact, for
the rings O
Q(
√
d ) where d ∈ {−15,−11}, the cyclotomic matrices can be classiﬁed by exhaustive com-
putation. For the imaginary quadratic integer rings O
Q(
√
d ) for d ∈ {−7,−2}, the proof then resembles
Sections 6 and 7.
We remark that in the real quadratic case, a bit more work needs to be done. When d > 1, it is not
necessary that a symmetric O
Q(
√
d )-matrix will have an integral characteristic polynomial. For details
of the real quadratic case see the author’s later paper [7] or his thesis [8].
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